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1. Introduction

In noncentrosymraetric crystals, at their homogeneous

illumination there arises a steady-state current [1]. According

to the phenomena logical theory [2] the expression of the

photovoltaic current density has the form:

Ji =/?inl EnEl + ^il [EE*]1 • . ( 1 )

where E , E, are the components of electric field of the light
n I

wave, ft. , and y,, are the components of symmetric third-rank

tensor and the second-rank pseudotensor, respectively. The

first term in this expression relates the photovoltaic current

density to the field of linearly polarized wave, and is called

"linear photovoltaic current". The second term is nonvanishing

for elliptically polarized wave only and is called "circular

photovoltaic current".

For 3-m point group crystals, to which LiTaO-:Fe belongs,

the third-rank tensor ft. has four independent nonvanishing

components: ft , ft , ft and ft . The linear photovoltaic

currents are:

j = ft-AB E * + E*E ) + ft(E E * + E*E ) ,
x 2 2 x y xy 15 x z xz

J y = ^ 2 2 ( E x E x + E y £ y ) + ^ 5 ( E y E z + E y E z > • ( 2 )

There are nine possible experimental geometries to measure

ft. ,, where the light propagates along one of the
m l

crystallographic axes and the current is also measured along

the same or other crystallographic axes. The expressions for

photovoltaic current density for each of the nine situations

are presented in Table 1 [4].



The linear photovoltaic effect was earlier studied in

LiNbO :Fe, Cu [1,3-5], LiTaO [6] and LiTaO :Cu samples [7].

The results of measurement of all four independent

components of the linear photovoltaic effect in LiTaO :Fe

crystals are presented in this work for the first time. One of

the goals of this study is to establish whether the same

photovoltaic centers are responsible for all the components of

the linear photovoltaic effect in this material. With this

purpose the spectral dependences for different photovoltaic

currents are measured.

By the technique suggested in [7] and [5] we obtain data
so n ft symmetric non-diagonal component of the linear

photovoltaic effect. On the basis of correlation of the

spectral dependences of ft and ft components we conclude that

most probably, the same centers are responsible for different

transverse photovoltaic currents in this material.

2. The Experimental Technique

2.1. Experimental Setup

The schematic drawing of the experimental arrangement for

photovoltaic current measurements is analogous ' to that

described in Ref.[4]. A 1 kw xenon lamp was used as a source of

light. The light was mqnochromated by means of a C$-26

spectr/bmeter , then polarized by a polarizer, and focused on the

crystal. The crystal was mounted on a measuring head (Fig.l)

which could be turned independently in two mutually

perpendicular planes, with the help of a remote control. The

head with the samples, in its turn, was placed in a shielded

and heat-insulated vessel . The contacts were made by vacuum

deposition of silver. The-photovoltaic current was measured by

an electrometer.

•The LiTaO :Fe samples (0.038wt.£) were poled by

application of 0.3vYcm el.ectric field during 15 minutes in a H

atmosphere at 700 C. The measurements were carried out on



LiTaO :Fe crystals measuring X:Y:Z=2 .75:4.8:4.25mm . The
3

orientation of the sample faces to the crystallographic axes

was up to 10 angular seconds. All the results obtained were

corrected with regard to the absorption and non-uniformity of

the crystal illumination, according to the technique proposed

in Ref.[4]. The spectral dependences of the absorption

coefficients for ordinary and extraordinary waves are shown in

Fig.2. The measuring accuracy of the ratio of the photovoltaic

current to intensity is estimated to be no more than ±13*, and

at measuring the absorption coefficients - no more than ±2%.

2.2. Measurement of ft Photovoltaic Tensor Component

As far as LiTaO :Fe is a single-axis crystal , the speed

of propagation of ordinary and extraordinary waves in it will

be different. As follows from Eq.(2), when the light is

propagating along OY axis and the incident light wave is

polarized at 45 with respect to 0Z and OX axes, the

photovoltaic currents along OX axis, determined by the tensor

component P1S> will oscillate in space with a period of

A-X/( n -n ) (\ is the light wavelength, n and n are ordinary
o e o e

and extraordinary refraction indices, respectively). A method

proposed earlier in [7] was used in this work to measure the

currents determined by the ft component. The essence of the

method is the following: if the XOY face of the crystal is

exposed to light at an angle lying in the XOZ plane and

polarized in the same plane (Fig.3), then only an extraordinary

wave will propagate in the crystal, the vector of the electric

field of which will have non-zero components along both X and Z

axes. The photovoltaic current along X axis will contain a

spatially uniform component, which is defined by the expression

Jx = ft15 I
( t ) sin 2a , (3)

where I is the intensity of light in the sampl.e, a is the



angle between the direction of propagation of light and Z axis

in the sample. The intensity of the light in the sample is:

I =I(l-R||), where R||=tan (ot -a)/tan (a +a) is reflectivity of

crystal face , I is the intensity of incident light;

a=arcsin( (sinot )/n ), a is the angle of incidence. The

measuring head was rotated in the XOZ plane to measure the

angular dependence of the photovoltaic current density j .

3. Experimental Results and Discussion

Three of the nine polarization dependences of photovoltaic

current density for photon energy of exciting light 2.6eV are

presented in Fig.4. These dependences agree perfectly well with

the theoretical predictions given in Table 1, which allows us

to calculate by them the values of ft , ft and ft for given

quantum energy.

The angular dependence of photovoltaic current density

along X axis is shown in Fig.5. It also fits quite well to the

expression (3). When turning the sample around X axis by 180 ,

the current determined by /? component changes its sign, this

also being in agreement with the proposed model.

When measuring the spectral dependence of ft , we measured

the first angular dependence of j for several photon energies,
x

and the value of ft was calculated from the slope of each

angular dependence according to the formula (3). In the same

manner the dependence of photovoltaic current density on the

light intensity was obtained.

Fig.6 represents the light intensity dependence for

photovoltaic currents due to ft '^oo' C.c ano- $r>r> tensor

components. All four dependences are linear, in agreement with

the phenomenological expression (1).

.The spectral dependences for photovoltaic tensor

components are shown in Fig.7. When comparing the results

obtained, one may notice that all the components grow with

increasing photon energy of incident light. With increasing



photon energy ft becomes larger than f5 » 1i ke in the case

with a LiNbO :Fe crystal [4] . But, as distinct from LiNbO '-Fe,
3 -J

ft _ in LiTaO :Fe has a larger absolute value than ft .
l o o -̂̂.

In the energy range from 2.1eY to 4.0eY, for LiTaO :Fe

(0.038 wt%) ft , ft , ft normalized to ft are

P21/f?31=(3.1±1.7)10"-; ft15/ft31=(6.7±5.2)W~ ; ft3^ft31 = 1 ±0 .35 .

According to Glass et al. [1], the ratio J/I is defined

as:
, pLae ae

J/I = ka = !-r-— = prE , r— ,
hu ph h<o

where k is the Glass constant, p is quantum efficiency, L is

the mean free path, p is mobility, T is the time in which the

excited carriers contribute to the anisotropic charge

transport, E is a phenomenologically introduced local field
ph

acting on the charge carriers.

A characteristic feature of the spectral dependence of

ft „, /?.-, and /? components is the presence of a shoulder in

the energy range from 2.lev to 2.7eK>. To make a detailed

analysis of the spectral dependence of the tensor components

possible, in Fig.8a are presented the spectral dependences of

the ratio of ft , ft and ft to ft , the spectrum of which

contains no sharp features. Fig.8b presents the similar ratios

of k , k and k constants to k . It is seen from Fig.8,

that the ratio of ft /ft depends on the quantum energy least

of all (is independent of the quantum energy with an accuracy

of up to 35X ). The growth of k /k with decreasing photon

energy is due to the difference in the spectral dependence of

the absorption coefficient for ordinary and extraordinary

waves. The ratios of the Glass constants k /k and '«. /k

coincide by definition with the ratios fi /() and ft /ft ,

respectively. Fig.8 shows an obvious correlation between the

spectral dependences of P**/fi~, anQl C,,/(5,, • The curves

qualitatively recur in shape. The maximum and minimum points

correspond to the same energy of incident light. Such a

correlation allows us to assume that the photovoltaic currents



' h.;it propagate in a direction perpendicular to C axis in

LilViO^Fe arise due to phot oexci tat i on of carriers from the

same admixture or defect centers:,.

uJe now try to juxtapose the data available on photovoltaic

constants of doped crystals of 3rrt-point group. Table 2 contains

photovoltaic constants for LiNbO :Fe, LiNbO :Cu crystals taken

o 3

from Ref.[4], the values for LiNbO,3 = Fe partly published in [5],

i-.-'.ri the valuta measured in the present work for LiTaO -Fe, all

oT; qu.intu.il energy 3e>J. The discrepancy of data for LiNbO :Fe

'..•;, 5] f.vnioh is less than 70% in case of k ) may be due to the

;--sj. -i I ijr i z ies of t'r.e reduction process for samples of different

(rr i y ; r,.

As it seen from Table 2, the Glass constants k , k and

•'he product of quantum efficiency by mean free path (pL ) ,

i pL ! for Li7aO :Fe are several times smaller than the same

values for LiMbC :Fe. It should be also noted, that the

photovoltaic constants k , (pL ) in LiTaO :Fe crystals are

larger than the constants k^^, (pL)^^.

In conclusion the authors express their gratitude to Dr.

I.N.Kiseleva and Dr. K.G.Belabaev for providing the LiTaO :Fe
o

samples.



Table 1

Polarization dependences of photovoltaic currents for different

directions of light propagation.

direction direction of propagation of light
of current

Y

ft Isin29 -ftIsin20

/? Isin2© + •
, -ft ICOS 6 ft ICOS26

+ ft icos^e ^ ^^

6 is the angle between the directions of polarization of light
and measurement of current. In case of yy, $ is the angle
between the light polarization vector and X axis.



Table 2

-otovoltaic constants LiNbO,. :Fe. [4] LiNbO :Fe [5] LiNbO =Cu [4] LiTaO_"-Fe
o o o o

* Q g Q Q

k cmV 3.3-10 4.3*10 1.0*10 2.8*10

(PL) A 1 .0 1 .3 0.3 0.84

k cmv"1 2 . 7 ' 1 0 " 9 4.8>10~ 0.6*10~9 3 .2 '10~ 9

(PL) A 0.8 1 .4 0.2 1 .0

k cmv"1 0 .3 '10~ 9 0.36-10 0.07*10 0.05*10~

(pL) A 0.08 0.11 0.02 0.015

< g O

k cmv -• 0.21-10 - 0.07*10

( p L ) 1 5 A - 0.06 - 0.02



Figure Captions

Fig.l Schematic representation of the exerimental arrangement.:

Measuring head (A) with crystal (B) inside it can be

turned around two axes, as shown by arrows.

Fig.2 Absorption spectrum for LiTaO :Fe (0.038 wt.%).

Fig.3 Experimental geometry for ft mesasurement.

Fig.4 Photovoltaic current density versus polarization angle at

2.6 eV. Solid lines represent the best fit to the

calculated dependeces, j /l=-ft sin2©, j /l=ft cos2S and
x ZZ y ZZ

j /l=fi3,
+(fi33~ft3< •)cos e- I n e a c h curve 9 is the angle

between polarization vector and crystallographic axis.
.Fig.5 Angular dependence of the photovoltaic c snt density j

x

for photon energy 2.6 eV.

Fig.6 The light intensity dependence F^r diffe _nt components

of photovoltaic current density (determined by four

photovoltaic tensor components) for photon energy 2.6 eV.

Fig.7 Spectra of photovoltaic tensor components for LiTaO :Fe

(0.038 wt.% ).

Fig.8 Spectra of photovoltaic tensor component ratios, (a) and

of the Glass constant ratios (b) in LiTaO :Fe (0.038
wt . % ).
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